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Abstract: Project ACT is a randomized controlled trial designed to test the effectiveness of a non-pharmacological home-based intervention to reduce behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD) and caregiver distress. The study targets 272 stressed racially diverse family caregivers providing in-home care to persons with moderate stage dementia with one or more behavioral disturbances. All participants are interviewed at baseline, 4-months (main trial endpoint), and 6-months (maintenance). The four-month intervention involves up to 13 visits from an occupational therapist who works with families to problem-solve potential triggers (communication style, environmental clutter) contributing to behaviors, and instruct in strategies to reduce caregiver stress and manage targeted behaviors. To rule out infection or other potential medical contributors to behaviors, a nurse obtains blood and urine samples from the dementia patient, and conducts a medication review. Participants in the no-treatment control group are offered the nurse arm and one in-home session following trial completion at 6-months. This paper describes the research methods, theoretical and clinical aspects of this multi-component, targeted psycho-social treatment approach, and the measures used to evaluate quality of life improvements for persons with dementia and their families.
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Over 4 million people in the United States have Alzheimer’s disease or a related disorder, the vast majority of who are cared for at home by family members (Haley and Bailey 1999). Integral to dementia is a broad spectrum of behavioral manifestations including agitative and disruptive behaviors and depressive affect (Lyketsos, Breitner et al 2001; Lyketsos, Sheppard et al 2001). Referred to as behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD), the etiology of behaviors and the relationship to pathology remain unclear (Swearer et al 1988; Schneider et al 1990; Colenda 1995; Swanwick 1995; Finkel and Burns 2000). Although some studies show that the prevalence and severity of behaviors increase with global severity of dementia; others suggest a non-monotone pattern with the most disturbing behaviors (aggressiveness) occurring at the moderate stage of the disease and diminishing with disease progression (McCarty et al 2000).

Prevalence rates of BPSD among community-living patients vary considerably across studies from 58% to 90%, although most report that close to 80% of patients manifest at least one disruptive behavior over the course of the disease (Reisenberg...
et al 1987; Cohen-Mansfield et al 1989). A study of 126 ambulatory, community living patients found that 83% exhibited at least one of the following behaviors: 51% had angry outbursts, 45% had disturbed sleep, and 21% had assaultive or violent episodes (Swearer et al 1988). Another study of 96 community-residing dementia found that 72% of dementia patients asked the same questions repeatedly, 34% woke up at night, 25% were verbally abusive and 20% refused care (Baumgarten et al 1990).

Behavioral occurrences not only compromise the well-being of persons with dementia, but have a profound effect on family caregivers (Ballard et al 2000). Research consistently shows that behaviors such as resisting care or wandering are the most distressing and financially costly aspect of the disease to caregivers, often contributing to the decision to place a family member in a nursing home. Interventions to help families effectively manage challenging behaviors at home have not been systematically evaluated and there is no clinical pathway that is typically followed by health professionals to address this aspect of the disease. Early efforts to manage behaviors focused chiefly on pharmacological approaches, with only small benefits demonstrated for specific types of behaviors (Burton et al 1995; Schneider et al 1990). Although a pharmacological approach can be effective in managing certain psychiatric behaviors (e.g., hallucinations, paranoia, depression), for some patients, overt behavioral disturbances such as wandering, resistance to care, agitation, or repetitive vocalizations, are less amenable to drug management (Class et al 1997).

Current research suggests that behavioral disturbances cannot be explained solely by diminished cognitive capacity but rather, reflect the interplay or interaction between the pathology, a person’s capabilities and the physical and social environment in which the behavior occurs (Boucher 1999; Mittelman 2000; Cohen-Mansfield 2001; Moniz-Cook and Vernooij-Dassen 2006). The premise is that persons with dementia become increasingly vulnerable to their environment and have progressively lower thresholds to processing external stimuli. This discrepancy between capabilities and environmental demands heightens negative behavioral outcomes. As such, one approach to managing behaviors is modifying environmental factors that place too much demand or press on the individual. Environmental modification has been shown to be effective in addressing agitation in nursing home settings (Gitlin et al 2003; Calkins 1989), but with few exceptions, has not been systematically tested to address occurrences of BPSD in the home (Gitlin et al 2001, 2003).

Project ACT (Advancing Caregiver Training) is a randomized two-group controlled trial to test the efficacy of a multi-component home-based intervention that modifies the environment and other potential behavioral triggers to reduce the frequency of occurrence of targeted behaviors and associated caregiver distress.

**Primary research aims**

The primary aims of this study are to test the: (1) immediate (4-months) effectiveness of the intervention to reduce the frequency of occurrence of targeted disruptive behaviors in persons with dementia and to reduce caregiver upset; and (2) maintenance of treatment effects at 6-months. We also propose several exploratory aims. If the intervention has a positive effect, we will evaluate the mechanisms of action, or pathways by which treatment gains are obtained. Specifically, we plan to evaluate whether caregiver skill acquisition (e.g., use of positive communication and task simplification techniques) mediates treatment outcomes. Second, given that previous research shows that caregiver characteristics may moderate treatment outcomes, we plan to evaluate whether there is a differential treatment effect based on characteristics of the patient and caregiver (e.g., gender, race, relationship, and cognitive status) (Baron and Kenny 1986). Finally, an additional study arm has been added that enrolls control group participants to receive the nurse intervention only. This will allow us to evaluate whether identifying and minimizing medical contributors to behaviors has an effect on behavioral occurrence reduction independent of the caregiver skill enhancement and environmental redesign components of the intervention.

**Overview of study design**

Using a two-group randomized, parallel design, 272 caregivers will be enrolled and assigned to either treatment or a usual care control group (Figure 1). Families are being recruited through area social agencies in the Philadelphia region and media announcements. Interested caregivers contact the research team by telephone or mail-in a self-addressed and stamped post-card attached to the study brochure. Interested persons are screened for eligibility and willingness to participate using a brief telephone screen. Family caregivers who are eligible and willing to participate are interviewed at home by a trained interviewer and sign an IRB approved informed consent form. Following a baseline (T1) assessment, caregivers are randomized using a stratified, permuted block design based on caregiver relationship to the individual with dementia (spouse/non-spouse). We seek...
to assure assignment balance in view of previous research showing differential treatment outcomes by relationship to patient. Intervention caregivers receive up to 13 contacts with nurse and occupational therapist interventionists. All study participants are reassessed at 4 and 6-months from baseline by trained interviewers who remain masked to study assignment. Usual-care control-group participants do not receive intervention contact but can elect to participate in

Figure 1 Project ACT study design with additional arm.
Abbreviations: CG, caregiver; OT, occupational therapist; NU, nurse; PCP, primary care physician.
the nursing arm of the intervention at the conclusion of their 6-month participation in the main randomized trial. This is an additional arm of the randomized trial that was developed after the study was initiated. We added this arm based on preliminary data showing higher rates of undetected medical problems than originally expected among intervention participants based on the nurse assessment. Control participants who elect to participate in the nurse arm of the intervention are reevaluated at 6-weeks and then 4-months from T3 to determine the effect of this one intervention component on behavior reduction. Following the T3 reassessment, control participants can elect to participate in a 2 hour home educational workshop to learn problem solving and stress reduction techniques. Control participants who choose not to participate in the additional treatment arm are offered the 2 hour home workshop following completion of their 6-month retest.

Criteria for study eligibility involve both the caregiver and person with dementia. Caregivers are eligible for study participation if they are: (1) caring at home for a person who either has a physician diagnosis of dementia or a Mini-mental State Examination (MMSE) score of less than 23 (Folstein and Bylsma 1999); (2) a family member 21-years of age or older (male or female); (3) English speaking; (4) planning to live in the area for 6-months and not actively seeking nursing home placement; and (5) reporting the occurrence of one or more behaviors using the 16-item Agitated Behavior in Dementia Scale (ABID) (Logsdon et al 1999) and high level of personal upset. Caregivers are excluded if the caregiver or dementia patient: (1) has a terminal illness with life expectancy less than 6-months; (2) is in active treatment for cancer; or (3) had greater than 3 acute medical hospitalizations in the past year; or (4) is currently involved in another clinical trial of psychosocial or educational support. Also, caregivers are excluded if their family member: (1) has schizophrenia or head trauma; (2) has dementia secondary to probable head trauma; (3) has an MMSE score of 0 and are bed-bound (eg, confined to bed or chair for at least 22 hours a day for at least four of the previous seven days), and thus excludes caregivers of patients at the most severe stage of the disease who may not benefit from the intervention; and (4) is enrolled in a clinical trial involving pharmacological treatment for agitation or other behaviors.

**Project ACT intervention**

Four principles guided the development of the Project ACT intervention: (1) the intervention had to be theory-based; (2) its components had to be empirically derived and/or reflect best-documented clinical practice; (3) the intervention components had to be either reimbursed under current Medicare and insurance practices or fundable through existing government caregiver support programs to enhance its transportability into real-world care of dementia patients and their caregivers; and (4) the intervention had to be portable and replicable such that all protocols are standardized and materials for the intervention can easily be replicated and disseminated. The condition of reproducibility is essential if the intervention is to be clinically useful and made available in primary care, home care or long-term health care practices.

**Conceptual frameworks**

The Project ACT intervention draws upon several theoretical frameworks. First, we use a stress health process framework to explain the stressful impact of BPSD on family members (Ballard et al 2000; Schulz et al 2000). According to this model, as applied to behavioral disturbances, primary stressors include patient behaviors and social and environmental stressors (eg, multiple role demands, over or under stimulating environment). The model suggests that caregivers evaluate whether these demands pose a threat and, if so, whether they have sufficient coping mechanisms to minimize the threat. If caregivers perceive demands as threatening and coping resources as inadequate, they may become burdened and at increased risk of physical and psychiatric illness. The goal of Project ACT is to enhance the coping resources of caregivers through skills training and minimize external stressors (medical and environmental) contributing to the appraisal of upset. If caregivers have coping resources and the skills to effectively manage behaviors, they may experience enhanced mastery and less generalized burden.

To enhance the coping resources of caregivers to identify and modify potential triggers of behaviors, we draw upon environmental models such as Lawton and Nahemow’s competence-environmental press framework (Lawton and Nahemow 1973). This framework suggests that the interaction between an individual’s competence and press (environmental supports and restrictions) of the environment shapes behavior (Lawton 1982). Hall and Buckwalter (1987) further suggest that persons with dementia experience a progressively lowered stress threshold due to their declining abilities to cope with external stimuli resulting in increasing anxiety and inappropriate behaviors. Therefore, minimizing environmental stressors may prevent the accumulative build up of negative effects from a demanding environment; this in turn, may prevent, reduce or minimize disruptive behaviors. In previous research, we have developed and tested specific
strategies that reflect low cost manipulations to the home environment (Corcoran and Gitlin 1991). For example, removal of auditory clutter and excess objects in a room can decrease confusion and disorientation that may contribute to agitation. Grab bars and tub seats may simplify bathing routines and decrease fear thus minimizing resistance to care. Enhancing caregiver communication skills and ability to set up daily predictable and simplified routines may prevent catastrophic reactions.

Intervention process

The intervention involves an active and maintenance phase over a 6-month period as shown in Table 1. The active phase occurs over 4-months involving up to 11 contacts (90 minute in-home visits and 20 minute telephone contacts) spaced such that caregivers have opportunities to practice strategies that are introduced first with a health professional and then independently. The occupational therapist (OT) initiates the intervention by introducing the goals of the intervention and conducting an assessment of the home environment for safety, support of daily function and ease of navigation, caregiver concerns and management style, and caregiver-patient interactions. Following this initial visit, an advanced practice nurse (NU) meets with the family caregiver and provides and reviews educational materials on dementia, the importance of taking care of oneself as a caregiver (eg, NIA 2002 booklet, Caregiver Guide: Tips for Caregivers of People with Alzheimer’s Disease), and medical conditions that may contribute to or exacerbate behaviors. The NU also obtains blood and urine samples from the dementia patient and reviews their medications. For the urine test, a dip stick is used to determine glucose (diabetes out of control), blood in urine (possible urinary tract infection), other possible diseases, and elevated pH or the presence of nitrates (indicative of urinary tract infection). Dehydration can also be indicated by high specific gravity, dark color of urine, or strong odor; uncontrolled diabetes, a urinary tract infection or dehydration. If blood or nitrates are found in the urine or pH is elevated, the specimen is sent to a laboratory for culture and sensitivity. The maintenance phase occurs between study months 4 and 6 and involves three telephone contacts in which the OT continues working with the family caregiver at home. Over a series of visits and for each caregiver-identified problematic behavior, the OT provides: (1) education about the role of the environment, (2) skill-building in identifying antecedents to or triggers for the target behavior using a structured problem-solving approach, (3) specific strategies reflecting modifications to the physical and social environment to manage the behavior, and (4) stress reduction techniques. The OT provides a typed tailored action plan (one to three pages) which states the target behavior (eg, repetitive questioning), the target agreed upon treatment goals (eg, reduce frequency of occurrence of repetitive questioning in the morning and caregiver anger when behavior occurs), potential triggers that may contribute to the behavior (eg, feelings of despair and loss of control in person with dementia; unclear caregiver communication, difficulty way-finding in a cluttered environment; highly stressed caregiver), and directions for implementing customized strategies (eg, specific communication approaches, statements to avoid, use of tone and touch to provide reassurance, use of activities to engage person). As part of the treatment plan, caregivers may be provided up to $500 in adaptive devices if necessary to address the problem behavior (eg, monitors, door locks, bathroom equipment). Caregivers build performance skills by practicing problem solving and strategy identification with the OT and then practicing strategies independently between scheduled sessions.

The maintenance phase occurs between study months 4 and 6 and involves three telephone contacts in which the OT reinforces strategy use, validates caregiver actions, and helps caregivers apply learned skills to newly emerging care problems.

Intervention monitoring

We use Lichstein and colleagues’ fidelity model to monitor and quantitatively evaluate three treatment components: delivery (dose, intensity, mechanisms of delivery); receipt (caregiver acquisition of skills); and enactment (strategy
use, caregiver report of problem resolution) (Lichstein et al 1994). The NU and OT interventionists document the target behavior, caregiver behavioral goals, specific strategies attempted and whether it contributed to resolution of behavior and caregiver upset. Additionally, we use a combination of delivery and accuracy checklists to monitor randomly selected intervention sessions through audiotape and direct observation.

**Monitoring adverse events**

Although this study has minimal to no risk for participating families, as a Phase III randomized trial of efficacy, human subject safety oversight is provided by a Data and Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB). The DSMB is composed of three members representing an independent multidisciplinary group with biostatistical and behavioral research expertise represented. In monitoring safety of study participants (both

---

**Table 1 Overview of intervention protocol**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session #</th>
<th>Week #</th>
<th>Type of contact</th>
<th>Interventionist</th>
<th>Overview of session content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active phase – Step 1 – Assessment of patient, caregiver and environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Home visit</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>• Rapport building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide/review education material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluate management techniques, home environment, target behavior and treatment goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Home visit</td>
<td>NU</td>
<td>• Rapport building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide information about medical contributors to behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Review patient medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Obtain urine and blood samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide medical test results; physician referral if necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>Tele-contact</td>
<td>NU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Active phase – Step 2 – Introduction of prevention and management techniques**

| 4         | 4      | Home visit     | OT             | • Reinforce/facilitate physician referral if necessary |
| 5         | 5–6    | Home visit     | OT             | • Use problem solving and brainstorming (1st target behavior) |
| 6         | 7–8    | Home visit     | OT             | • Identify potential strategies |
|           |        |                |                | • Introduce stress management technique |
|           |        |                |                | • Introduce action plan and demonstrate, role play each strategy |
|           |        |                |                | • Review strategies and treatment goal |
|           |        |                |                | • Modify action plan if necessary |
|           |        |                |                | • Work on 2nd target behavior as above if 1st behavior resolved |
|           |        |                |                | • Introduce stress management technique |
|           |        |                |                | • Review progress and use of strategies |
|           |        |                |                | • Reinforce use and practice of techniques |
|           |        |                |                | • Review progress |
|           |        |                |                | • Reinforce use of strategies. |
|           |        |                |                | • Work on 3rd target behavior as above |
|           |        |                |                | • Review progress |
|           |        |                |                | • Target 4th behavior if appropriate as above |
| 7         | 9–10   | Tele-contact    | OT             | • Review progress/reinforce strategy use |
| 8         | 11–12  | Home visit or tele-contact | OT | • Review progress and strategy use |
| 9         | 12–13  | Home visit or tele-contact | OT | • Review problem solving steps |

**Maintenance – Step 3 – Closure and generalization to new problem areas**

| 10        | 14–15  | Home visit or tele-contact | OT | • Review progress/reinforce strategy use |
| 11        | 16     | Home visit                | OT | • Generalize strategies to new areas |
| 12        | 18     | Tele-contact              | OT | • Review progress/reinforce use |
| 13        | 21     | Tele-contact              | OT | • Validate caregivers skill |
| 14        | 24     | Tele-contact              | OT | • Review progress and obtain closure |

**Abbreviations:** OT, occupational therapist; NU, nurse.
caregiver and dementia patient), we distinguish between two event types: alerts, defined as a condition or event unrelated to study participation but which is encountered by a member of the research team (eg, medical emergency, unsafe home condition); and adverse, defined as events with some probable level of occurrence due to study participation (eg, injury from use of an environmental strategy recommended in the intervention) (Czaja et al 2006). The DSMB receives quarterly reports of recruitment progress (comparison of monthly expected to actual enrollment accrual) and alerts and their resolution. Adverse events are reported within 24 hours of occurrence to both the DSMB and the IRB.

**Measures**
Measures chosen for this study have known reliability and validity, demonstrated sensitivity to change, and relevance to the ACT intervention and caregiver research. We also sought to achieve a balance between psychometric quality and practical considerations such as administration time, respondent burden and special training needs of interviewers. We plan to examine the effect of the intervention on caregiver upset with targeted behaviors, and frequency of occurrence of these behaviors using an innovative targeted measurement approach.

**Targeted primary outcome measure of upset and behavioral frequency**

There is no single, universally accepted measure or methodology for operationalizing disruptive behaviors and caregiver upset (Tariot et al 1996). Research, especially in pharmacological interventions, has shown that the use of behavior inventories may mask important clinical effects of treatment (Mulsant et al 1997). This is due primarily to the fact that behavioral disturbance scales tend to be comprehensive, assessing diverse types of behaviors such as those that are psychiatric, affective or disruptive. Typically, scores are derived by summing across diverse behaviors to create a combined global rating. However, a person with dementia typically manifests only a few disruptive behaviors at any time point with most research showing an average of 3–4 behaviors occurring (Gitlin et al 2003; Sink et al 2006). Furthermore, an intervention designed to manage one behavioral domain (eg, psychiatric) may not effect other domains (eg, disruptive). Thus, to evaluate treatment outcomes, we have developed a target behavior approach that provides a measure that is both tailored to the family experience but which is standardized across study participants. A tailored measurement approach has been used extensively in medical and psychotherapeutic clinical trials (Koss et al 1983; Pilkonis et al 1984; Little and Rubin 1987; Battle et al 1996) and has been advocated as a reliable procedure for measuring change in the severity of behavioral occurrences in dementia patients (Mulsant et al 1997).

To derive a targeted measure, we first ask family caregivers to identify behaviors and the frequency of their occurrence (0 = did not occur in the week, 1 = occurred 1–2 times in the week, 2 = occurred 3–6 times in the week, 3 = occurred daily or more) using the ABID. Caregivers are then asked to rate their level of upset for each behavior that occurs (0 = no upset to 10 = extreme upset with the midpoint labeled “fairly upset”). Subsequently, caregivers are asked to identify up to four of the most distressing behaviors that occur. A total target score is derived by summing across the upset responses for the one to four behaviors identified as most distressful (theoretical range of 0 to 40, with higher scores indicating greater upset). Finally, caregivers are asked the extent to which they feel confident in handling targeted behaviors (0 = not confident to 4 = extremely confident). Thus, three family specific scores are obtained at baseline and then reassessed at the 4 and 6-month follow-ups: level of upset with up to four most distressful behaviors; frequency of occurrence of up to four distressing behaviors; level of confidence managing up to four distressful behaviors.

The target measurement approach has the advantage of pinpointing the behaviors that occur and from those, the ones that cause the most upset, avoiding reliance on an instrument which surveys a broad range of problems, most of which may not be problematic to any one caregiver, or an instrument that too narrowly focuses on a limited domain of behaviors. As such, this measurement approach provides a systematic yet customized strategy with high clinical relevance. A target outcome approach also is effective in dementia caregiving research because the universe of possible disruptive behaviors, although theoretically unlimited, is in practice finite and definable. It is possible that other behaviors become more problematic at subsequent testing occasions. We will therefore also examine pre-post change in frequency of behavior occurrence and caregiver upset using the total ABID scale score to ensure that information about emergent problem behaviors and associated upset is captured.

**Conclusion**

BPSD are common and these behaviors have a profound impact on families. Pharmacological treatments are useful but for a limited type of behaviors. Current research suggests that BPSD reflect the interplay of pathology and
environmental factors and that intervention needs to be developed from that perspective. Project ACT is a relatively brief, focused intervention that is designed to help families identify potential modifiable triggers of targeted behaviors and modification strategies to minimize their occurrence. Different treatment modalities including medical testing, education, problem solving, customized action plans, demonstration and role play using environmental modifications are introduced to provide a comprehensive approach to helping families learn new skills to cope with this significant domain of concern.

The study of whether a targeted, multi-disciplinary treatment approach can prevent, reduce or manage behavioral occurrences in persons with dementia and minimize family caregiver distress has major public health and social policy import. A positive result from this trial would provide an evidence-based intervention that could easily be translated into clinical practices of primary and home care providers. It would elevate clinical practice in the management of dementia patients and offer clinicians a positive, low cost approach to improving life quality of families struggling with this devastating disease. Alternately, failure to reject the null hypothesis may suggest that treatment effects occur but outcomes measures are not sensitive to behavioral change, the benefits are in areas not measured, or that behaviors and caregiver distress can not be minimized by modifying the physical and social environment such that efforts would need to be directed elsewhere to have an impact on behavior management.
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